1. Every visitor must read and accept these climbing rules. In the case of underage visitors, a legal guardian must take note of and accept the climbing rules. A signature for minors in the form of a declaration of consent is not required. By visiting and using the climbing forest, adult visitors or the legal guardians of their climbing children automatically accept our terms and conditions.

2. Climbing in an Adventure Park is dangerous and is always done upon the risk of the participant. The operator isn’t to be held liable for accidents that result out of a neglect of these rules or the instructions of the operator’s personnel.

3. The Adventure Park can be used by visitors who are at least 120 cm tall, weigh up to but not more than 130 kg and are mentally and physically capable of climbing safely and of following the operator’s safety instructions. Persons under the influence of drugs, alcohol or medication are prohibited from participation, as well as pregnant women. Children under the age of 10 have to be accompanied by an adult at all times. One adult can accompany a maximum of two children. Please see the supervision matrix for details.

4. Before entering the course, every visitor has to participate in the safety instruction. Whoever feels incapable of safely climbing through the courses after the instruction, will be refunded the admission fee. The directions of the operator’s staff have to be followed at all times. The operator reserves the right to exclude individuals for failing to do so.

5. Jewelry is not to be worn on the courses; Long hair has to be tied into a ponytail. All items that could pose a danger to the visitor or other participants have to be stored away before entering the courses. Among these are bags, cell phones, cameras, etc. The operator is not liable for the loss of such items, including loss from lockers.

6. Every visitor has to be hooked into the safety system before entering the courses! All climbing obstacles – including ladders and zip lines – must only be entered by one person at a time! The climbing helmet has to be worn on and underneath the courses.

7. It is allowed to use zip lines only after the preceding climber has left the zip line and the landing area. If the zip line is not entirely visible, the climbers have to communicate with gestures or shouts.

8. The rented climbing equipment may not be passed on. It is to be returned to the operator immediately after the climbing tour is finished. If the purchased climbing time is exceeded, the operator will charge an additional 5 € per beginning of every hour per climbing equipment. The equipment may not be used without being checked for proper fit by the operator’s staff.

9. Smoking is strictly prohibited while wearing the climbing equipment or inside the forest in general.

10. Please stay on the designated trails for your own safety and for the protection of the forest.

11. The operator reserves the right to close individual courses or to stop the operation altogether in case of severe weather conditions.
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